ASX ANNOUNCEMENT
Xplore Wrap launches as first major product initiative post Company rebrand
Sydney, Monday 1 July 2019

Xplore Wealth Limited (Xplore Wealth) ASX:XPL announces the launch of a new wrap platform solution
for discretionary investments, superannuation and pension monies.
Launched on Friday June 28, the wrap delivers enhanced functionality and investment market access to
advisers operating across a broad range of business model, client type and super/ non super client
needs.
Called Xplore Wrap, the wrap platform is the first to be launched under the recently rebranded Xplore
Wealth. Promising a ‘world of investments’ Xplore Wrap offers true multi-currency and multi-market
investment access and trading through your broker of choice, among a number of other key benefits for
investment, superannuation and pension investors.
Commenting on the product launch, Xplore Wealth Non- Executive Chairman Peter Brook said: “Xplore
Wrap was developed partly to help transform client and adviser relationships. It offers advisers a
genuine range of investment solutions to meet a choice of client need”.
“For example, advisers can provide clients with the advanced benefit of a consolidated view of
investments, access to managed funds, international securities and portfolio rebalancing under a single
instruction,” Mr Brook said.
Xplore Wrap delivers access to a range of managed funds, ASX listed equities, international securities on
28 exchanges and a range of cash investment products. It is managed via a single ecosystem with
streamlined reporting and can support both adviser and investor-led investment decisions.
“The Xplore Group is delighted to be introducing this new wrap solution, which complements the
existing managed discretionary account (MDA) capabilities. It helps to support an evolving market
landscape and the more sophisticated client investment need prevalent today,” said Mr Brook.
“Increased transparency in the investment decision-making process, combined with Xplore’s deep
industry expertise and administrative track record has enabled us to deliver the first of several planned
new products offering a simplified and clear approach that efficiently supports our loyal advisers and
their clients.”
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